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SMALL SYSTEMS — ON APPROXIMATION OF COMPACT SETS 
OF MEASURABLE FUNCTIONS TO COMPACT SUBSETS 
OF CC_0(Z) 
ELIZA WAJCH, Lodz 
(Received July 12, 1989) 
It was realized in [3, 10, 13, 17, 18, 21, 25] that a great number of theorems in 
measure theory can be formulated in terms of some systems of "small" sets, without 
using any measure. After extending the notion of the convergence with respect to 
a measure to the convergence with respect to a small system (cf. [13] and [18]), 
the classical theorem of Frechet on compact sets of measurable functions (cf. [2, 6, 9]) 
was generalized in [10] to sets of measurable functions, compact in the sense of the 
convergence with respect to a small system. Some connections between sets of Borel 
functions which are compact in the sense of the convergence with respect to an upper 
semicontinuous small system of Borel subsets of a perfectly normal compact space 
and uniformly compact sets of continuous functions were brought out in [25]. 
The present paper, being a continuation of [25], deals with an upper semicontinuous 
small system (jn) on a rx-algebra Ji containing the <r-algebra of Baire sets of 
a Tychonoff k-space X. The main purpose of this article is to answer the question: 
Under what assumptions on Ji, (an) or X is an arbitrary family $ of c#-measurable 
almost everywhere finite real functions on X compact in the sense of the convergence 
with respect to (on) if and only if the following property: 
"For any positive integer n, there exists a set $* of continuous real functions on X, 
being compact in the compact-open topology and such that, whenever fe <P, one 
can find an f* e <£* with {x e l : f(x) 4= /*(*)} e V 
holds? 
Similarly as [25], the theorems obtained here generalize Kisyiiski's result of [15; 
Th. I, p. 228]. Moreover, they lead to many problems which seem to be open and 
will be listed at the end of the article. Let us mention that if L/ is a finite cr-additive 
measure on Ji, and j , . = {A e Ji: fi(A) ^ l/n} for n e N, then (<jn) forms an upper 
semicontinuous small system on J/; thus, various conclusions for finite measures can 
easily be drawn from this work. 
0. Preliminaries. Let Ji be a a-algebra of subsets of a nonempty set X. Suppose 
we are given a sequence (an) of nonempty subfamilies of M which satisfies the fol-
lowing conditions: 
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(I) for any n eiV, there exists a sequence (kt) of positive integers such that if 
00 
A{ є úki for і є N, then U Ai є Л? 
í= i 
(II) for any n є N, A e on and В є J( such that B cz Л, we have B e з„; 
00 
(III) for any n є N, А є jn and B є П ^> we have A u ß є jn; 
i = i 
(IV) jn=> j I I + 1 foreach neN. 
The sequence (jn) is said to be a small system on J( (cf. [3, 10, 13, 17, 18, 21, 25]). 
If, in addition, (jn) has the property 
(V) for any n eN and any nonincreasing sequence (A^ of members of Л\зп, 
00 
we have П ^ і + 05 
i=ì 
then it is called an upper semicontinuous (abbr. u.s.c.) small system (cf. [17; Def. 
18.29]). 
Let us put j = П Jn- Obviously, ú forms a a-ideal on M. One says that a property 
n= i 
holds .^-almost everywhere (abbr. j-a.e.) on X if the set of points not having this 
property belongs to j . Denote by F[*#, j ] the family ofall d-a.e. finite ^f-measurable 
real functions defined on X. 
0.1. Definition (cf. [13] and [18]). A sequence (fn) of functions from F [ c # , j ] 
converges with respect to the small system (on) to a funct ion/є F[J/, S\ if, for any 
s > 0 and any m e N, there exists n0 є iV such that 
{xeX: \fn(x) -f(x)\ > s}ejm 
whenever n ^ n0. 
0.2. Definition (cf. [10]). A family Ф c F [ ^ , <*] is called: 
(a) compact in the sense of the convergence with respect to the small system (on) 
(abbr. (d,,)-compact) if each sequence of functions from Ф contains a subsequence 
converging with respect to (jn) to some function from F[Ji, j ] ; 
(b) compact in the sense of the convergence with respect to the o-ideal ó (abbr. 
4-c0mpact) ifeach sequence offunctions from Ф contains a subsequence converging 
-j-a.e. on X to some function from F^Jl, 0]. 
It was observed in [10] that ^-compactness is equivalent to (d„)-compactness ifand 
only if (<fn) is u.s.c. Further, we shall apply the following characterization of (on)-
compactness obtained in [ l 0 ] : 
0.3. Theorem. Suppose (dn) is u.s.c. A family Ф c F[^#, 0] is (<in)-compact if 
and only if it satisfies thefollowing two conditions: 
(a) for any n є N, there exists a positive integer t such that {x e X: | / (x) | > t} є <jn 
whenerfe Ф (i.e. Ф is (on)-equibounded); 
(b) for any e > 0 and any n eN, there exist afinite subfamily 0і ofJi and acol-
lection {А/./єФ} a on9 such that U {P: Pe0>} =X and, for any Pe0> and 
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/ е Ф , we have | /(x) —/(у)] й £ whenever x,yeP\Af (i.e. Ф is (jn)-equimea-
surabìe). 
From now on, X will be a Tychonoff A>space, unless specified otherwise. The 
symbol CC_0(X) will stand for the algebra of all continuous finite real functions 
defined on X, with the compact-open topology. By &(X), #"(X), <&*{X) and ^*(X) 
we shall denote the families ofall open, closed, cozero and zero subsets ofX, respec-
tively. The Borel cr-algebra &(X) in X is the smallest a-algebra containing &(X), 
and the Baire a-algebra $*(X) in X is the or-algebra generated by &*(X). Ofcourse, 
&*(X) c &(X); however, the equality al*{X) = &{X) need not hold. Other symbols 
not defined here are standard. All topological notions used in this paper can be found 
in [1, 5, 8, 22]. 
In the sequel, we shall always assume on the a-algebra M that it contains $*(X); 
moreover, (j„) will be a fixed u.s.c. small system on J/. Then CC-0(X) c F[^#, j] 
x> 
(recall that j = f| *„)• 
n = 1 
For a family Ф <= F[ . / / , j ] , denote by Т(Ф) and 7^(Ф) the following statements: 
Т(Ф): If Ф is (j,,)-compact, then, for any n eN, there exists a compact set Ф* c= 
c Cc_0(Jf) such that, whenever / е Ф , there is an / * є Ф * with { x e I : 
/ ( х ) ф / * ( л - ) } є , „ . 
ТДФ): If Ф is j-compact, then there exists a sequence (Ф*) of compact subsets of 
CC_0(X) with the property that, for any sequence (/„) of functions from Ф, 
00 OC 
there exists a sequence (/*) ofcontinuous functions such that f| U {x є ^ : 
/ .(*) Ф /»*(*)} є ô and / ; e Ф„* for any n є АГ. 
Let Т~\Ф) and 7у~1(Ф) denote the implications converse to Т(Ф) and Т,(Ф), respec­
tively. 
As it has already been mentioned, j-compactness is equivalent to (jJ-compactness 
because (j„) is assumed to be u.s.c., so one can expect that the following theorem 
holds: 
0.4. Theorem. Т(Ф)о Та(Ф) and Т-](Ф)оТ~'(Ф)/ог any Ф c F[Jt, a]. 
Proof. Consider any Ф c F[^#, j ] . By Lemma 1 of [18], there exists a sequence 
00 
(fc„) of positive integers such that if An e jkn for n є N, then U An e óm for any 
n = m 
m eN. Suppose that, for any n eN, there exists a compact set Ф* c CC_0(X) with 
the property that, whenever / є Ф, we can find an / * є Ф* such that {x e X: / (x) ф 
Ф /*(x)} є j Ä i i . Let (/„) be any sequence offunctions from Ф. For each n є N, choose 
'30 00 
/„* є Ф* such that {x e X: / ,(x) Ф /„*(*)} є j 4 n . Then the set П U {* є Z : / ,(x) * 
* / * ( x ) ) b e l o n g s t o j . m= l n=m 
Conversely, assume that (Ф*) is a sequence ofcompact subsets ofCc_0(X) satisfying 
the condition given in TS(<P), and suppose that there exists n0 є N having the property 
that, for any n є N, there is an /„ є Ф such that {x є X: f„(x) ф f*(x)} ф ó„a whenever 
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/ * є Ф*. Le t /* є Ф* be such that the set A = f| U {* є X: /и(х) Ф f*(x)} belongs 
00 m = 1 n — m 
to j . Since U {x єХ: fn(x) Ф f*(x)} ф зпо for any m є ІѴ, the u.s.c. of (on) implies 
n = m 
that Л ф j . The contradiction obtained, together with the equivalence of (.^-com­
pactness and з-compactness, completes the proof. 
It follows from the above theorem that if J27 is a o"-ideal on Jí such that Т<?(Ф0) 
{Т2>\фо)і resp.) holds for some Ф0 c F[y//, jSf], then Т(Ф0) (Т - 1 (Ф 0 ) , resp.) holds 
00 
for each u.s.c. small system (on) on Jl such that Jžf = f) <;„. As was observed in [18], 
M = 1 
there exist cr-ideals which are not the intersection ofany u.s.c. small system. 
0.5. Remark. Let us put j A = {A cz X: there exists B{A)e0 with A c J3(A)}, 
dj|
A = { ( Л \ # ) и С : ^ e j , , and 5 , С е а л } for ne7V, and ^ л = { ( i \ ß ) u C : 
Л є J( and ß, C є >л} (in other words, ^//A is the smallest ff-algebra which contains 
both Ji and j A ) . We shall call ^ A , (<?*) and <іл the completions of Ji, (ún) and 4, 
respectively. Without any difficulties one can check that (dA) is an u.s.c. small system 
00 
on J/A such that j A = f|d„A; furthermore, for a n y / e F [ ^ A , d A ] , there exists 
« = 1 
geF[Jt,S] with { x e X : / (x ) Ф ^ ) } e / . Therefore, 7>(Ф) (Т?1(Ф), resp.) is 
true for any Ф cz F[e# A , dA] if and only if Т,(Ф) (Т~1(Ф), resp.) is true for any 
Ф cz F[<//, j ] . 
In section 1 we shall give a necessary condition and a number of sufficient con­
ditions for .//, (jn) and X in order that Т(Ф) be true for any Ф c F[^#, d], whereas 
section 2 will be devoted to sufficient conditions for Ж, (<in) and X in order that 
Т~1(Ф) hold for any Ф cz F[^f, * ] . 
1. The implication Т(Ф). The symmetric difference ofsets A and J5 will be denoted 
by A A B. 
1.1. Defiiition. The small system (j„) is called: 
(a) regular ((*)-regular, respectively) if, for any i e i / and neN, there exists 
F e ,iF(X) n ^// (F є J^*(X), respectively) such that F c A and A \ F є att; 
(b) weakly regular (weakly (*)-regular, respectively) if, for any AeJ/ and neN, 
there exists F e ,jF(X) n Ж (F є ^*(X), respectively) such that A A F є on. 
1.2. Example. Let us observe that if ß is a two-valued Borel probability on X, 
then putting j„ = {Ae$(X): ß(Ä) = 0} for any n e N, we obtain a weakly (*)-regular 
u.s.c. small system (on) on &(X) (for any Л є J^(Z), it suffices to consider F = X 
if ^(Л) = 1 and F = 0 otherwise); however, (<;„) need not be regular. Indeed, the 
Dieudonné measure on coi + 1 equipped with the order topology is a two-valued 
Borel probability on coj + 1 which fails to be regular (cf. [7; Example 5.5]). 
1.3. Proposition, (a) The small system (on) is regular ((*)-regular, respectively) 
ifand only if,for any A є M and n e N, there exist F є ^(X) n Jí and G є У(Х) n 
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n M (F e ^*(X) and G є #*(X), respectively) such that F с Л cz G and G \ F є <*и. 
(b) 77?e smaìl system (jn) is weakly regular (weakly (*)-regular, respectively) 
if and only if, for any A є J4 and n є N, there exists G є &(X) n Jí (G є &*(X)> 
respectively) such that A A G є -j„. 
Proof. Let us fix A є Jt and n0 eN. 
(a) Suppose that (.;„) is regular ((*)-regular, respectively). There exists m є N 
such that B u C є .>П0 whenever B, C є <*да. Choose sets F, Я e &{X) n лГ (F, Я є 
є &*(X\ respectively) such that F cz A, Я cz X \ A, Л \ F є ^ , and (X \ A) \ H e am. 
If G = X \ Я, then .4 cz G and G \ F cz [(X \ Л) \ Я] u (Л \ F), so G \ F є ,„0. 
(b) Suppose (.;„) is weakly regular (weakly (*)-regular, resp.). Let us take a set 
Fe,<F(X)nJi ( F e ^ * ( X ) , respectively) such that (X\A)AFe<jno. Then, for 
G = X \ F, we have Л Л G є j„0. 
1.4. Lemma. / / j ^ /s //?e collection of all sets A e ^// having the property that, 
for any neN, there exist Fe^*(X) and Ge%*(X) such that F cz A cz G and 
G\Fe j,„ then séforms a o-algehra containing M*(X). 
Proof. Clearly, sé is stable under complements. To show that it is stable under 
countable unions, let us fix n0 є N and take a sequence (&,) ofpositive integers such 
X 
that U Et є jno whenever F, e j k . for / є N. Assume that Ai є sé for / e N. There 
i= і 
exist sets FiG&*(X) and G , e ^ * ( Z ) such that F, cz At cz Gř and Gi\Fieoki^x 
x 
for / e N. Tt follows from the u.s.c. of(jw) that there is an m0 є N for which ( U Fi) ч 
mo oo mo i = 1 
\ ( U Fi) є *fcl. Put G - U Gi and F - U Ft. Obviously, G є <&*(X) and F є JF*(X) 
/ = 1 i — 1 i - 1 x x 
(cf. [8; 1.10 and 1.14]); moreover, F c U ^ - c G and G N f c U ( G i 4 ^ ) u 
X / = 1 Í = 1 
u U (Fi\F), so G\Fejno. 
i= 1 x 
Now, let us observe that i f / e C c _ 0 ( Z ) , then f~
1(R\{0}) = U / Г Ч 0 ) w h e r e 
i= 1 
/ . = min {|/| - (l/f), 0} for í є УѴ; hence the u.s.c. o f (^ ) implies t h a t / _ 1 ( Ä \ {0}) \ 
m 
x U / r 4 ^ ) belongs to j / I 0 for some m eN. Consequently, &*(X) cz sé. 
j = i 
1.5. Remark. With Lemma 1.4 in hand, it is not difficult to show that (jn) is 
weakly (*)-regular ((*)-regular, respectively) if and only if, for any A є Л and n є N, 
there exists В є rJa*(X) such that A Л В є jn (resp. B cz Л and Л \ B e on). 
1.6. Lemma. Suppose (j„) /s weakly (*)-regular. If Ф cz F[^#, .i] is (on)-compact, 
then,for any є > 0 and n0eN, there exist a collection { і ; : / е Ф } cz onç), a con-
tinuousfunction h: X -^ [0, 1] and a real number ô > 0, such that,for anyfe Ф 
and x, y eX\ Af, we have \f(x) — f(y)\ й e whenever \h(x) — h(y)\ ^ 5. 
Proof. Let us fix e > 0 and n0 eN. Choose a sequence (fef) of positive integers 
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such that ifAi e j k . for і є N, then U At e j n o . By Theorem 0.3, there exist collections 
i = 1 m 
{Pu ..., Pm} cz Jl and {Ej-:fe Ф] c j k r such that U Л = X and, for any fe Ф 
i= 1 
and i = 1, ..., m, we have \f(x) — f(y)\ й £ whenever x, y e Pt \ Ef. It follows from 
the weak (*)-regularity of (jn) that there exist sets F t e ^*(X) such that Pt A F t є 
t - i 
€Jki+i for / = 1, ..., m. Put ^ ! = Fj and ß t = F , \ U ^4 for / = 1, ..., m. Ac-
k= i 
cording to Lemma 1.4, there exist Zř є ^F*(X) such that Z, c J3- and ß t \ Z, e -hi + rn + ì 
m m 
for i = 1, ..., m. Let Af = Ef u U (Pi A F t) u (J (J3, \ Z,) for / є Ф. Clearly, 
z = i i = i 
{Affe Ф) a j n o . Since any two disjoint members ofJ^*(X) are completely separated 
and <^*(X) is closed under finite unions (cf. [8; 1.10 and l.l5]), there exists a con­
tinuous function h: X ~> [0, 1] such that A(Zř) c {l//j for / = 1, ..., m. Let us 
put ò = l/(2m(m — 1)) and observe that, for any / е Ф , if x,yeX\Af and 
|^(x) — h(y)\ ^ £, then we can find / 0 є { 1 , ..., m) such that x, v e Z / o n PI0, so 
lf(x)-f(y)]Ze. 
Now, we are in a position to prove the main theorem ofthis section. 
1.7. Theorem. Т(Ф) holds for any Ф cz F [ , # , .;] if and only if (jn) is weakly 
(*)-regular. 
Proof. To begin with, let us take A eJi and n eN. Denote by /A the charac­
teristic function of A and observe that i f / e C c _ 0 ( Z ) is so chosen that {xeX: 
Хл{х) * / (* )} e ою then A A / ^ ( 1 ) є л,-
Sufficiency. Let us assume that (j„) is weakly (*)-regular. Suppose that a family 
Ф c: F[e.//, j ] is (j,,)-compact and take an arbitrary n0 e ЛГ. Choose a sequence (fcř) 
00 
ofpositive integers such that U Et e dno whenever F, є j k . for / є iV. By Theorem 0.3, 
i = i 
there exists a positive integer t such that { x e I : | / (* ) | > t)Eúkx f ° r а п у / є Ф . 
Applying Lemma 1.6, we find collections {Alf:fe Ф] c ^ . + 1, continuous functions 
/i(: X ~> [0, 1] and real numbers <5f > 0, such that, for any i e N a n d / e Ф, we have 
[f(x) —f(y)\ й 1/' whenever x, yeX\Alf and |/i,(x) — /i,(>')| = *̂- ^et u s P u t 
A(X;>?) = fJMibMzll for л%ѵеХ, 
/ = i 2 ' 
GO 
and Л г = { х є Х : | / (x) | > r ) u U ^ } for / е Ф . Obviously, Afejno for / е Ф . 
/ = i 
Following the construction carried out in the proof of Theorem 1 from [25] (cf. 
also [15; proofofLemma 1, p. 228]), we can find a nondecreasing bounded uniformly 
continuous function g: [0, +oo) ^ R such that g(0) = 0 and \f(x) —f(y)\ S 
g g(h(x, y)) whenever / є Ф and x, y e X \ Af. Let us define 
f*(x) = sup {f(y) - g(h(x, y)): y e X \ Af] for fe Ф and x є X . 
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Similarly as in [25; proofofTheorem 1] (cf. also [15; proofofLemma 1]) we show 
that the family {f*:fe Ф} is equibounded and evenly continuous. To conclude the 
proof, it suffices to apply the Ascoli theorem (cf. [5; Th. 3.4.20]) and to observe 
that {xeX:f(x) *f*(x)} c ^ f o r a n y / є Ф . 
While the Baire sets can be defined in any topological space X, if X is not com­
pletely regular, there is generally no meaningful relationship between &*{X) and the 
topology o f X ; however, it is worth noticing that Theorem 1.7 remains true iïX 
is a Hausdorff A>space (not necessarily Tychonoff). 
1.8. Corollary. lfJl = 3*(X), then (jn) is {*)-regular', hence Т(Ф) holdsfor any 
Ф cz F[Jf, j ] . 
1.9. Corollary. IfX is normal and (ún) is regular, then (d„) is weakly (*)-regular; 
thus Т(Ф) holdsfor any Ф cz F[JC, j]. 
Proof. Let us fix A є Ji and n є N. Take sets F є 3F(X) n Jí and G e 'S{X) n Jt, 
such that F cz A cz G and G \ F e on. The normality of X implies the existence of 
an / e C c _ 0 ( l ) such that F<=/"*(0 ) and I x G c f ' ( l ) . Then Л Л / _ 1 ( 0 ) с і 
c G\F, hence A А / _ 1 ( 0 ) є j n . 
Let Ж be a family of subsets o f Z . We say that A c X is Souslin-Jf if, for each 
feN(ù and each p eN, there are sets H(f ^ p) є Ж depending only on / Iх p (i.e. 
oc 
H(f j 4 p) = H(g |4 p) whenever / K p = g [ p) and such that A = U П ti{f [ p) 
(cf. [22] and [7; p. 1002]). /eNt° p= ' 
The following lemma can be regarded as a special abstract version of Choquet's 
capacitability theorem (cf. [4; Th. 1, p. 84] and [7; Th. 10.8]). 
1.10. Lemma. Suppose that Ji is stable under the Souslin operation. Let Ж cz Л 
be afamily which is closed underfinite unions and countable intersections. Then, 
for each Souslin-Ж set A cz X and any n e N, there exists an H c: A with H є Ж 
and A \ H e j n . 
Proof. We shall use the same notation as in [7; proof of 10.8]. Let A = 
00 
= U П H(f f4 p) where H(f x p) e Ж for а п у / є Л Г and p є N. We may assume 
feN™ p = 1 
that ( # ( / |x p))peN is a decreasing sequence. If p, n є N and s є Np, let <s, n) є Np+1 
be such that <s, и> |4 p = s and <s, и> = n; moreover, we define a map <n>:l ^ N 
by letting <w> (0) = и. F o r / , # єЛГ* (a ^ a>), we wr i t e / ^ # to denote tha t / (n ) g 
oc 
^ gf(n) for each и є a. For s є N", we set 4(s) = U { П # ( / f q):feN10, f f4 p = s} 
and B(s) = U {A(r): reNp, r й s). Then A{s) = U <4(<s, n » and B(s) = 
00 • 00 00 П = 1 
= (J B(<s, n » . Furthermore, A = (J Л « п » = U B(<n>), and B(r) <= B(s) for each 
n = 1 n = 1 n = 1 
r , 5 є Np with r <̂  5. 
Take an m e N and choose m0 є N such that Ex u £ 2 є m̂ whenever £ l 5 £ 2 є j w . 
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Inductively, we shall construct an h є Nœ such that A \ B(h ^ p) e зто for each p є N. 
oo 
Let (fcř) be a sequence of positive integers such that U £ t є omo whenever £ t є ок. 
oo i = 1 
for ieN. Since Л = U #(<w>) and ß ( < n » c Д(<и + 1 » , it follows from the u.s.c. 
Л = 1 00 
o f ( ^ ) that there exists nl eN with A\B((n1})e<jkr As B(<fli>) = U # ( O i , " > ) 
n = l 
and B((nu пУ) c jB(<Wi, n + 1>), the u.s.c. of (d„) implies the existence of n2 eN 
with 5(<nj>)x5(<n!, п2})єзк2. In this way, we can inductively define a sequence 
w1 ?w2 , . . . ofpositive integers such that Б (<п 1 , . . . , « р >) \Б(< /7 1 , . . . , п / 7 + 1 >)є^^ + ] 
for any peN. Let fr(p — 1) = np for peN. Then Б(/ї ^ p ) = B«w l s ..., wp» and 
^ \ * ( A f p ) c [^NB(<#i!>)]u ' i j [ B ( < ^ , . . . , ^ . > ) x S ( < ^ , . . . , ^ . ^ > ) ] , so 
i = i 
A \ B(h p jp) є dW0 for any p e N. The set Я р = U {H{f [ p): f є N'\ f й h} (p є N) 
belongs to Jť; moreover, A(f f4 p) c A n Hp for each / є Л Г with / ^ /i (cf. [7; 
proof of 10.8]). Consequently, B(h P4 p) <= Л n Я р , and hence, A \ Hp є jmo for any 
00 
p є JV. Put Я = П Hp. Of course, Я e j f . Similarly as in [7; proof of 10.8] we show 
p=i 
that Я с Л. Since Я р + 1 c Hp for any p e N , it follows from the u.s.c. of (j„) that 
there exists p0 є N with Hpo \ Я є j m o . Then Л \ Я с (Л \ НРо) и (Яро \ Я), so 
Л \ Я є óm. 
1.11. Lemma. Leř sé denote the family of all sets A є Jí having the property 
that, for any n e N9 there exists F є J^*(X) with A A F є j„. Then sé forms a o-
algebra. 
Proof. Let fix n0eN and take a sequence (fcf) of positive integers such that 
O0 
U Et є ono whenever Ei є акі for і є N. Consider any A e sé. There exists F є #"*(X) 
t = i 
with AAFejkí. By Lemma 1.4, we can find He^*(X) such that Я c X \ F 
а п а ( Х \ ^ ) \ Я є ^ 2 . Т Ь е п ( Х \ Л ) Д Я c ( X A F ) u [(X\F)\H],so(X\A)AHe 
є 4„0 and «я/ is stable under complements. 
To show that sé is stable under countable unions, let us take A{ є sé (i eN) and 
choose Fi є ^*(X) such that At A Ft є 4Xi + í for / є N. As (^) is u.s.c., there exists 
oo m oo m oo 
m є N with ( U Fi) \ ( U F,) є okt. Then ( U Л,) Л ( U F,) с U (Л,- A F,) u 
і = 1 і = 1 і = 1 t' = 1 і = 1 
oo m oo oo ш 
u [( U F,) \ ( U F,)] ; therefore U Л, є j ^ because ( U A,) А ( U F,) є j„0. 
і = 1 і = 1 і = 1 І = 1 І = 1 
Let us recall that ^# A , (d A ) and <;л denote the completions of JÍ, (d„) and j , 
respectively (cf. Remark 0.5). 
1.12. Theorem. Suppose that JÍ — &(X) has thefollowing property: 
(S) for any A cz X, there exists В є JÍA such that A a B and B \ C e oA whenever 
CeJiA and A c C c B. 
If, for any Ge&(X) and neN, there exists a Souslin-^*(X) set H such that 
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G A Я є ón, then (ún) is weakly (*)-regular; thus Т(Ф) holds for any Ф c F^JÎ, S]. 
Proof. It follows from [22; Th. 2.9.2, p. 41] that J/A is closed under the Souslin 
operation. For G e &(X) and n0 e N, take a Souslin-J^*(X) set Я such that G Л Я є 
є óm where m e N is so chosen that A u В e otìo whenever A, B e om. By Lemma 1.10, 
there exists F e &*(X) such that F с Я and Я \ F e j m . Then G A F c (G A H) u 
u ( Я \ F ) , so G A F G á„0. Using Lemma 1.11, we obtain that (on) is weakly (*)-
regular. 
1.13. Theorem. Suppose that Jt = ЩХ) has the property (S) defined in Theorem 
1.12. If, for any G e ${X) and n eN, there exists a Souslin-^(X) set H such that 
H cz G and G\Hej„, then (on) is regular. Consequently, if we additionally 
assume that X is normal, then Т(Ф) holdsfor any Ф c F[^#, <j]. 
Proof. Arguing similarly as in the proof of Theorem 1.12, we deduce that, for 
any G e $(X) and n e N, there exists F e tF(X) with F cz G and G \ F є .;„. Following 
the proof of Lemma 1.4, we show that (^,) is regular. The proof will be completed 
ifwe apply Corollary 1.9. 
To obtain one more consequence ofTheorem 1.7, we need the following 
1.14. Definition, (cf. [7; Def. 2.3]). The small system (ón) is called r-additive 
(weakly r-additive, respectively) ifany family V cz <^*(X), such that U{^ : V<= ^ } є 
є Ji (respectively U {V: Ve Ý"} = X), has the property that, for each n eN, there 
exists a finite subfamilyf/} o f ^ such that the set (U{^: ѴеУ})\^{Ѵ: Ve Ш) is a 
member of ón. 
1.15. Proposition. lfJi = &*(X), then the weak x-additivity of(jn) is equivalent 
to the T-additivity of(<in). 
Proof. Suppose that (j,,) is weakly т-additive. Let Ee3t*(X) and let E = 
= U {V'- Ve ir} for some V cz #*(X). Fix n0eN and take m є N such that A u В e 
e ono whenever A, В e om. ßy Lemma 1.4, there is F є J^*(X) with F cz E and E \ F є 
є.;ш. Then X = U {Vu(X\F): ѴеУ), so there exists a finite family °H cz i' 
with the set H = X\^{Vu(X\F): ѴеЩ belonging to <jm. Then Ex(J{K: 
Ve Щ} cz H u (F \ F), hence F \ U {V: Ve Щ is a member of j„0. 
1.16. Theorem. Suppose that M = @(X). If (jn) is т-additive, then it is weakly 
(*)-regular; consequently, Т(Ф) holdsfor any Ф cz F^Ji, <f\. 
Proof . Consider any G є &(X) and n0 e N. Choose m e N such that A u B e ono 
whenever A, B e om. As the space X is Tychonoff, there exists a family У с &*(X) 
such that G = U {^: Ve ^]- By t n e т-additivity of (<?„), we can find a finite sub­
family % of тГ such that G \ Я є óm where Я = U {V: Ve <%}. By Lemma 1.4, there 
exists F є &*(X) with F с Я and Я \ F є j w . Then, since G \ F c (G \ Я) и (Я \ F), 
we have G \ F є j n o . Lemma 1.11 implies the weak (*)-regularity of (on). 
Let us conclude studying the implication Т(Ф) with the observation that various 
abstract versions of the Lusin theorem on approximation of a measurable function 
to a continuous function can easily be deduced from the results of this section. In 
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particular, we obtain the following generalization of Theorems 3 and 4 of [21] 
(cf. also [17; Th. 18.36]): 
1.17. Theorem. Let (<?„) be a weakly (*)-regular u.s.c. small system on a o-algebra 
Jt of subsets of a topological space X (not necessarily a Tychonoff k-space) such 
that @*(X) c Ji. Then an aA-a.e. finite function f:X^Ru{±oo} is JiA-
measurable if and only if, for any n є N, there exists a continuous function 
/„ : X ~> R with {x e X: f(x) Ф /„(*)} e ^ . 
The p r o o f o f t h e above theorem is similar to that ofTheorem 1.7.0bviously, the 
assumption ofthe weak (*)-regularity of(^n) is necessary in Theorem 1.17. 
2. THE IMPLICATION Т~\ф) 
2.1. Theorem. / / (jn) is weakly т-additive, then Т~1(Ф) holds for any Ф c 
c= F[J/, j ] . 
Proof. Let Ф c F[J/,j] have the property that, for any meN, there exists 
a compact set Фш c CC_0(Z) such that to each fe Ф we can assign some fm є Фт 
with {x eX: f(x) Ф fm(x)} є j m . We shall show that Ф is (.^)-equibounded and (<)n)-
equimeasurable (cf. Theorem 0.3). 
Let us fix n0 є N and г > 0. Choose m є N such that A u В є ónQ whenever A, В є 
6 á r As Фт is compact in CC_0(X), it follows from the Ascoli theorem (cf. [5; Th. 
3.4.20]) that, for each x є X, there exist a set Vx e &*(X) and a positive integer tx, 
such that xe Vx and, for any feФ and >'є Fx, we have \fm(y)\ й tx and 
[fm(x) -fm(y)\ й ß/2. The weak т-additivity of(ón) implies that there exists a finite 
k 
subcollection {VXl, ..., VXk} of {Vx: xeX} such that the set A = X\ U VXi belongs 
i = i 
to j w . Let us put t = max {řXl, ..., řXfc} and Af = Л u { x e I : f(x) Ф /m(x)} for 
/ е Ф . Of course, for any feФ, we have Af€<jno, {xeX: | / (x) | > i} c= A r and 
| /(x) ~ / ( y ) | g e whenever x, у є К^.чАу (i = 1, ..., fc). Therefore Ф is (dn)-
equibounded and (áJ-equimeasurable. In view of Theorem 0.3, Ф is (^)-compact. 
2.2. Proposition. If X has the Lindelöf property, then (ón) is weakly т-additive; 
consequently, Т~1(Ф) holdsfor any Ф c F[Jt,<i]. 
Proof. It suffices to observe that i f ^ cz ^*(X) is a countable cover ofAT, then, 
since (d„) is u.s.c., for any n є N, we can choose a finite collection iť cz fy such that 
the set .Y \ U {W: WeiT} belongs to an. 
2.3. Lemma. Let n0eN befixed. Any point-finitefamily s# c Ji\jn isfinite. 
Proof. Suppose sé c Ji\<jno is infinite. Let {Ax, A2,...} be an infinite countable 
00 
subfamily of s/. Since (J A,- £ ^ 0 for any n e N, the u.s.c. of (^) implies that 0 + 
oo oo i — n 
Ф П U >4;, so sf cannot be point-finite. 
n — 1 i — n 
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2.4. Proposition. Any point-finitefamily sď cz Jt\ó is countable. In particular, 
anyfamily ofpairwise disjoint members ofJ?\j is countable, i.e. the pair (Jf, 0) 
satisfies the countable chain condition. 
2.5. Proposition. IfX is paracompact and the set U {G є ^ * ( l ) : Geú] belongs 
to j A , then (j„) is weakly x-additive, so Т~\Ф) holdsfor any Ф cz F^Ji, S\. 
Proof. Consider any cover У cz &*(X) ofX and any n0eN. Let % cz <i#*(X) 
be a locally finite refinement of V. By virtue of Proposition 2.4, the family % \ 0 
is countable. Since (j„) is u.s.c., there exists a finite family iV cz % \ 0 such that the 
set A = (U {U: UeJ//})\^ {W: WeiT} belongs to ono. To each WeiT assign 
some Vwer with Wcz Vw, and put B = U {Vw\ WeiV). Then X\B cz Au 
u U {^ є # : J7 є .,}, so X \ В є j A 0 . This implies that X \ B e jno because X \ B e J/. 
Hence (jn) is weakly i-additive. 
Since each open cover of a metacompact space has a point-finite open refinement, 
applying Proposition 2.4 and arguing similarly as in the proof of Proposition 2.5, 
we obtain the following 
2.6. Proposition. Suppose that JÍ cz 3#(X) and X is metacompact. If the set 
U {G є cš(X)\ G e j) belongs to 0, then (on) is weakly т-additive; thus Т~Х{Ф) holds 
for any Ф cz F\J(, j ] . 
It is known that, under the assumption of MA + ~lCH, every locally compact 
metalindelöfspace satisfying the countable chain condition is Lindelof(cf. [7; Coroll. 
4.9]). Using this property, we shall prove 
2.7. Proposition (MA + ~lCH). Let X be a locally compact metalindelöfspace. 
If Ji zD ЩХ) and the set U {Ge&(X): G e j } belongs to j , then (jn) is weakly 
т-additive; consequently, Т~1(Ф) holdsfor any Ф cz F\Ji, 0]. 
Proof. Denote A = U {G є 9(X): G є ó) and Y = X \ A. Of course, 7 is a locally 
compact metalindelöf subspace of X. By Proposition 2.4, Y satisfies the countable 
chain condition, hence 7 i s Lindelöf. If У is an open cover ofX, then there exists 
a countable subfamily °ll of У which covers Y. For any n є N, we can find a finite 
family iT cz Щ such that the set (U {U: Ue<%})\U {W: WeiT) belongs to ón; 
then X \ U {W: We ІҐ} is a member of ón. 
We shall say that a cardinal x carries a cr-saturated #-ideal ifthere exists a er-ideal £? 
on the cr-algebra f^(x) ofall subsets oïx, such that each countable subset ofx belongs 
to <£, x ф <£ and any family of pairwise disjoint members of 0>(x) \ 5£ is countable. 
A cardinal x will be called upper semicontinuous if there exists an upper semi-
» 00 
continuous small system (і??п) on 0>(x) such that x ф f) У?п anc* П ^п contains each 
countablesubsetofx. n=l " = 1 
It follows from Proposition 2.4 that every upper semicontinuous cardinal carries 
a řT-saturated a-ideal. Of course, every real-valued measurable cardinal (cf. [7; 
p. 972] and [l2]) is upper semicontinuous. Let us mention that in the ZFC set 
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theory the statements "there exists a real-valued measurable cardinal" and "there 
exists a cardinal which carries a cr-saturated cMdeal" are equiconsistent (i.e. if one 
is consistent with ZFC, then so is the other) (cf. [12]). K. L, Prikry proved in [19] 
that if the existence of a real-valued measurable cardinal is consistent with ZFC, 
then it is consistent with ZFC that there exists a cardinal which carries a cr-saturated 
cr-ideal without being real-valued measurable. 
Let us recall that X is a weakly 0-refinable space if each open cover of X has an 
00 
open refinement U °ttn s u c n that, for any x e X, there is a positive integer nx with 
n- 1 
1 S \{UeW„x:xeU}\ < ©(cf. [1]). 
2.8. Theorem (cf. [7; Th. 10.2]). Let X be a weakly Ѳ-refinable space. If M => 
=> 3$(X), andX contains no discrete subspace ofupper semicontinuous cardinality 
(in particular, if X contains no discrete subspace of cardinality carrying a a~ 
saturated a-ideal), then (<)„) is weakly т-additive; consequently, Г_ 1(Ф) holdsfor 
any Ф c F[Jf, ó\. 
Proof. Let us consider any open cover V oïX and any n0 e N. By [1 ; Th. 3.6], 
00 
we can find families "Г{ a &(X) such that U iT.x is a refinement of V and, for each 
X— 1 
xeX, there is a positive integer ix with |{Кє^Г і х : х є V}\ = 1. Tf Xt = {xeX: 
00 
\{Ve V{\ x e V}\ = 1} for і eN, thenX = U Xt. Furthermore, since the sets {x eX: 
i=\ 
\{Ve rx\ x e V}\ ^ k} (i, k e N) are open in X, we have Xt e Я(Х) for і e N. Let 
us put Yi = U {VnXi'. Vei^i and ѴпХіво) for ieN and suppose that У^є.; 
for any і e N. In view ofProposition 2.4, each ofthe families iVi = {Vn Xt: Ve У{ 
and ѴпХіфа} is countable, so, by the u.s.c. of (on), there exists a finite family 
00 CO 
ІҐ c U i^i such that the set E = ((J {И :̂ We^ ^ , } ) \ U { ^ И ^ т Г } belongs 
i = l i = l 
to d„0. To each WeiT assign some VweV with Wcz Vw. Then the set F = 
00 
= X \ U {Vw: We iiT\ is a member of j n o because F c £ u U *V 
i= 1 
Suppose now that Yio ^ <í for some /0 e N. Since the family 0* = {Vc\ Xio\ Ve "V io 
and 0 Ф F n X i o G d } consists of nonempty pairwise disjoint open subsets of Xio, 
by assigning to each P e @> some xP e P, we obtain a discrete subspace D = 
= {xp'. P e £?} oïX. The proofofthe weak т-additivity of(d„) will be completed by 
showing that the cardinality of D is upper semicontinuous. Bearing this in mind, let 
us define 
<% = {AczD:^{Pe&>:xPeA}e<}n} for neN. 
Without any difficulties one checks that (<?*) forms a small system on &(D). If(An) 
is a nonincreasing sequence of members of 3S(D) \ 4*0 for some m0 є N, then letting 
Bn = U {P є ^ : л> є An} for n є N, we obtain a nonincreasing sequence (Bn) of 
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members of 3i(X) \ omo. As 0 Ф П Bn and any two distinct sets from 0і are disjoint, 
oc n = 1 oo 
we have 0 ф П Лп hence (ú*) is u.s.c. Obviously, f) J* contains each countable 
n = 1 00 л = 1 
subset of D for & cz 4; moreover D$f]j* because Y^<t. Consequently, \D\ is 
uppersemicontinuous. " = 1 
Finally, let us note that only those parts of our theorems to whose proofs the 
Ascoli theorem is applied require X to be a A:-space. 
3. OPEN PROBLEMS 
3.1. Question. Do there exist a Tychonoff &-space X and an u.s.c. small system 
00 
(j„) on &(X), such that Т~\Ф) holds for any Ф c F[@(X), f| л ] but (j„) is not 
weaklyr-additive? n=i 
3.2. Question. Can the assumption of the regularity of (jn) be replaced by the 
assumption ofthe weak regularity of(jn) in Corollary 1.9? 
3.3. Question. Does Theorem 2.8 remain true if we replace the assumption that X 
contains no discrete subspace ofupper semicontinuous cardinality by the assumption 
that none ofdiscrete subspaces ofX is ofreal-valued measurable cardinality? 
3.4. Question. Is every upper semicontinuous cardinal real-valued measurable? 
3.5. Question. If a cardinal x carries a cr-saturated a-ideal, is x upper semicon­
tinuous? 
3.6. Question. Does there exist a weakly Borel measure-complete Tychonoff 
space X (cf. [7; Def. 7.l]) such that some u.s.c. small system on ${X} is not weakly 
T-additive? 
3.7. Question. Does there exist a measure-compact space X (cf. [7; Def. l4.3]) 
such that some u.s.c. small system on ^*(Z) is not т-additive? 
3.8. Question. What are necessary and sufficient conditions for a a-ideal 0 on 
a ^-algebra Ji of subsets of a set X in order that an u.s.c. small system (ún) on M 
00 
exist, such that j = f| Л? 
n= 1 
3.9. Question. What are necessary and sufficient conditions for a #-ideal j on the 
Borel t7-algebra &(X) of a Tychonoff space X in order that a regular ((*)-regular, 
weakly regular, weakly (*)-regular, т-additive and weakly т-additive, resp.) u.s.c. 
00 
small system (ün) on &(X) exist, such that o = f| <^tP-
n= 1 
3.10. QiiesHon. Do there exist a cr-algebra J( of subsets of a set X and an u.s.c. 
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small system (.;„) on M, such that, for any finite a-additive measure ß on Ji, we have 
00 
{AeJ/:fi(A) = 0} Ф f U ? 
n = 1 
3.11. Question. What are necessary and sufficient conditions for an u.s.c. small 
system (.;„) on a ď-algebra Л of subsets of a set X in order that a finite cr-additive 
00 
measure // on Ji exist, such that {A e Ji: jn(A) = 0} = f| Л? 
M = 1 
It is not difficult to see that if(;,,) is an u.s.c. small system on a c-algebra Ji and 
O0 
if j * c Ji is a a-ideal on Ji that contains -; = f] .;,„ then, by putting 
n= 1 
4 = [Л u B: A e *„ and В є á*} for n e N , 
oo 
we obtain an u.s.c. small system (j*) on Ji such that j * = f| j * . In connection with 
the above remark one can ask the following n=i 
3.12. Qíjesíion. Suppose that ó and .;* are cr-ideals on a c-algebra Ji of subsets 
ofa set X. If j c .;* and j = {A є Ji: ß(A) = 0} for some finite a-additive measure /ť 
on Ji, does there exist a finite a-additive measure fi* on Ji for which j * = (Л є Ji: 
p*(A) = 0}? 
Most ofour questions are related to the general problem ofthe existence ofa finite 
strictly positive measure on a Boolean algebra (cf. e.g. [11, 14, 16, 20, 23, 24]). 
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